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A program was organized on the occasion of World Environment Day by the students of 

Environmental Consciousness Club and MBA HR at Devi Ahilya Vishwavidyalaya. The theme of 

the program was "Only one Planet" and the program was attended by Director Professor Ashok 

Sharma as the Chief Guest, Dr. Anil Sharma as the Special Guest and Shri Gopal Jagtap, the Guest 

of Honor. 

Director Sangeeta Jain Ma'am started the program and advised everyone to carry steel glasses 

with them so that we can reduce the use of paper cups and plastic bottles and keep our 

environment clean and safe. World Environment Day is specially celebrated to consider the 

issues related to the environment and to solve the problems related to the environment and on 

this festival the professors and students of Devi Ahilya together discussed the ways to save our 

nature. 

After being declared in the year 1972, it was celebrated every year from 1973 on 5th June by 

the United Nations General Assembly with the aim of giving information about the condition of 

environmental degradation and to make people understand the importance of clean 

environment and to increase global awareness about it. Going ahead, Gopal sir told the students 



about solid waste management, he discussed about different ways by which we can keep our 

city clean. 

The same Ashok Sharma sir talked about how our carelessness is harming the environment, he 

told about green house gases and how today's generation can earn money from it. We need to 

take effective steps to reduce the rate of climate change and save many natural resources for 

better life on earth in future. It is necessary that we pay attention to less use, reuse and recycle 

so that we can be successful in controlling the deteriorating condition of the natural ecosystem.  

We need to take small but many steps like consuming organic foods instead of inorganic foods, 

using natural fertilizers instead of chemical fertilizers, reducing the use of electricity, recycling 

things, stopping deforestation. Effective steps have to be taken related to protection of wild 

animals etc. Our positive steps will prove to be helpful in solving the environmental related 

issues in the near future. 

 



There is only one earth, one environment and one life, so live it, don't waste it. 

 



 

 


